
WHAT’S INCLUDED

Explore Spain 
8 DAYS // 10 WITH EXTENSION

Spain is a storied land of renowned architecture, diverse 
historical influences, and rich local cultures. This tour 
is structured so middle-schoolers can experience the 
highlights of the country in a way that grabs their attention 
and doesn’t let go. They’ll learn to dance flamenco, go 
ziplining with a view, and taste fresh olive oil straight from 
the farm. Travelers may even come home a passionate 
fútbol fan after touring a local stadium.
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All transportation, including 
round-trip flights

Daily breakfast and dinner and 
1 lunch featuring regional cuisine

Longer hotel stays for ease 
of travel (6 nights, 2 hotels)

Full-time Tour Director who’s 
confident guiding this age group

4 expert-led sightseeing 
tours in iconic destinations

Structured itinerary designed 
to engage middle-schoolers

Experiential learning that 
expands worldviews

13 tickets to bucket-list 
experiences and attractions



SPAIN

Toledo
DAY TRIP

Madrid

Legendary artistic energy 
meets contemporary 
trends along the sprawling 
boulevards of Spain’s 
capital city. 

Days 5–8

Seville

Note the mix of North African 
and European in�uences in the 
architecture of this southern city 
over�owing with antique charm.

Days 2–5

Córdoba
DAY TRIP

Barcelona
+OPTIONAL EXTENSION

Days 8–10

Day 1

Seville 
Visit the Royal Alcázar to witness the beauty of this 
Islamic-era citadel that, over the ages, has expanded 
into a lavish palace with highly decorated grounds.

MADE FOR MIDDLE-SCHOOLERS  Create 
your own Spanish-style tile in a hands-on painting 
workshop. Your finished piece will be fired in a kiln 
so you can take a colorful souvenir home with you.

Visit an olive oil farm to learn all about how local 
Spanish farmers cultivate olives and transform 
them into high-quality oils used in kitchens all over 
the globe. 

Put your dancing shoes on for a flamenco lesson 
and learn about this folk dance that encapsulates 
the country’s mix of Indian, Moorish, Arabian, 
and Roma influences. Then enjoy a professional 
flamenco performance that showcases the fiery 
spirit of Spain through music and movement.

Córdoba
On your day trip to Córdoba, embark on a tour with 
an expert local guide to explore what was once a 
prominent city of the Roman Empire and an epicenter 
of Islam in the Middle Ages. 

Visit the famous Mezquita, revered as one of the 
world’s greatest works of Islamic architecture built 
in the 8th century. In the very center of the complex   
lies a massive cathedral, added in the 13th century 
after King Ferdinand III conquered the city and 
Christianity reigned.

Take in this tour’s highlights
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Madrid
Take a tour of Madrid with an expert local guide, 
where you’ll gain eye-opening perspective on the 
thriving culture and rich history of one of Europe’s 
capital cities. 

MADE FOR MIDDLE-SCHOOLERS  Here in 
Spain, soccer is known as football, or fútbol—and 
to many Spaniards, fútbol is life. The country’s 
capital city is home to countless teams, including 
the famous Real Madrid and Atlético Madrid 
fútbol clubs. Tour a local stadium and imagine 
yourself scoring a goal in front of thousands of 
passionate fans.

Toledo
On your day trip to the picturesque, old-world town 
of Toledo, take a tour with a local guide to see two 
awe-inspiring churches: the Toledo Cathedral, an 
icon of the Spanish Gothic style, and the Church of 
Santo Tomé, known for its Mudéjar tower.

MADE FOR MIDDLE-SCHOOLERS  Take in 
the sites of Toledo from above during an urban 
ziplining experience.

Stop for a tasting of marzipan, a renowned local 
treat made with sugar and almonds.

$ Groups have the option to extend their 
tour by 2 days
Board a train to Barcelona where you’ll explore 
Park Güell, go on an interactive AR journey about 
its architect Antoni Gaudí, and visit Montjuïc 
Castle by cable car.

eftours.com | 800-665-5364

*This tour may be reversed


